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Introduction
Although the differentiation is somewhat arbitrary, in the AASPI software we consider filters
applied to the seismic amplitude volume to be data conditioning processes, and filters applied to
attribute volumes to be image enhancement processes. Like most of the attribute computation
and data conditioning algorithms, the image enhancement algorithms read in one or more data
volumes and output one or more enhanced volumes. At present, the more important image
enhancement filters include structure-oriented filtering of attribute volumes, fault enhancement
and skeletonization, and Kuwahara data blocking/smoothing for subsequent seismic facies
classification. There is also a fault connectivity workflow that highlights faults that connect two
picked horizons that may be useful in mapping potential drilling hazards.

Simple dip-oriented filters
Sometimes we may wish to smooth or sharpen attribute volumes as they appear on time or
horizon slices. AASPI provides several of the more popular filters including mean, alpha-trimmed
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mean, and lower-upper-middle (LUM), Laplacian of a Gaussian as well as the less common
multistage median modified trimmed mean (MSMTM) filter used to sharpen lineaments. These
filters can be found under
Clicking under the Image Processing tab, drop down an select the Filter single attribute option.

The following GUI appears:

In this example, I want to apply a (1) structure-oriented alpha-trimmed mean filter to a previously
computed multispectral coherence volume for the GSB survey. By choosing the value alpha=50,
the alpha-trimmed mean filter only averages the middle sample, resulting in a median filter. I
want the filter to be a little larger (3) and (4) defining a 50×50 m circular analysis window
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containing 13 traces. For now keep the (5) Remove filtered trend from input box unchecked. The
input multispectral coherence image looks like this:

The results of the alpha-trimmed mean filter look like this:

where the faults cutting across stratigraphy (as requested) are now smeared. Now go back to the
GUI and rerun the same data through the alpha-trimmed mean filter but this time place a
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checkmark in the (5) Remove filtered trend from input box. This will remove the structure
oriented anomalies shown above and give this image:
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where I’ve needed to change the color bar scale to display the anomalies cutting across
stratigraphy. We can use this image as input to the following fault enhancement workflow.

Fault enhancement
Coherence and other edge-sensitive attributes often appear to provide “broken” or “fuzzy”
images of the faults. Although multispectral coherence heals some of the “broken” images, the
results are still fuzzy. Also, most coherence algorithms will map not only faults and stratigraphic
edges, but also unconformity and condensed section anomalies that are subparallel to
stratigraphic dip. Finally, because seismic migration images the seismic wavelet perpendicular to
the reflection surface, faults that are not perpendicular to the reflectors often exhibit “stair-step”
artifacts. To partially address these issues, we have developed a fault enhancement workflow.
Program fault_enhancement is located under the Image Processing tab of the aaspi_util GUI:

The following GUI pops up:
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As with all of the programs, the parameters are described in detail in the program documentation
found by clicking the Help menu in the upper right of the GUI. In this example, for the (1) Input
edge attribute, I am going to use the energy ratio coherence volume that I computed in Part 3a
after spectral balancing and two passes of structure-oriented filtering called
energy_ratio_similarity_F3_pc_filt_2_broadband.H . I did not compute multispectral coherence
on this filtered volume, though I may do so later to compare the results. In general, you will want
to use what you determine to be your best fault volume as input to fault_enhancement. The
software looks for the string “similarity” in the file name; if it is encountered, the values of high
similarity/coherence, c=1, are set to be a low fault probability, p=0 and the values of low
similarity/coherence are set to be a higher probability using the transform p=1-c. Values of p less
than a (4) threshold are set to zero, speeding up the process. Next, because we will want to filter
out coherence anomalies that subparallel to reflector dip, we (2) enter the inline and crossline
dip volume file names. In this example, fault anomalies that are (5) greater than 25° to the
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stratigraphic reflector will be retained, those less than 10° to the stratigraphic reflector will be
rejected, and those between 10° and 25° will be partially rejected. The placement of the
coherence anomaly on the fault is most accurate where it aligns with a reflector, so I will weight
my 2nd moment tensor of the coherence anomalies by the (3) total energy volume I computed in
program similarity3d, which will partially reduce the stairstep artifacts. Although the value of the
output fault probability at each voxel is a direct estimate of the likelihood of a fault, the output
fault dip magnitude ranges between 0° and 90° and the fault dip azimuth ranges between -180°
and +180° regardless of whether there is a fault or not. Because 0° is a perfectly valid value for
dip and azimuth, we would need to define low probability areas using znull values. In the
following example, we will use program corender to display the fault dip azimuth, dip magnitude,
and probability. However, if your commercial software does not support corendering, you may
wish to set the dip magnitude and dip azimuth values to znull values when the output fault
probability falls below the (6) Fault opacity value. Clearly, it is difficult to know what this value
should be until we run the program. Instead, we will show how to set znull values in program
skeletonize3d. I click the Execute fault_enhancement tab and then plot the energy ratio similarity
volume after spectral balancing and two passes of structure-oriented filtering the results of fault
enhancement:
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Let’s use this latter fault_probability_F3_pc_filt_2.H output as input to a 2nd pass of fault
enhancement:
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and even a 3rd pass to obtain:
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Comparing these images, I like the results after just two iterations a little better.
Let’s compare the result to the energy ratio similarity computed from the original data, without
spectral balancing or data conditioning:
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Corendering seismic amplitude and fault probability
Let’s compare two vertical slices using program corender:
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Corendering fault dip azimuth, fault dip magnitude, and fault probability
I use the fault dip azimuth as my base layer and plot it against the cyclic.alut colorbar. I am not
using any znull values, so I change the range to be ±180°.

I use the fault dip magnitude volume as layer 2 and plot it against a monochrome gray color
bar:
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Finally, I plot the fault probability volume (after iteration 2) against layer 3, using a monochrome
black color bar. I set the range to be between 0.0 and 0.05 as in the previous images. I set the
opacity so that the high fault probability values are transparent, allowing me to see the dip
magnitude and dip azimuth values, below:

And obtain the following results:
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where the colors indicate the azimuth of fault surface dipping downward.
Although program fault_enhancement was designed to enhance the appearance of faults, it also
enhances non-fault features, such as the syneresis about the northern salt dome on the t=1.756
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s time slice. It also enhances the angular unconformities associated with the prograding features
at t=0.796 s:

Fault skeletonization
The images provided by program fault_enhancement are smoother and more continuous, with a
reduction in stairstep artifacts. However, the fault probability anomalies are a little “thicker” than
we may wish to see as an interpreter. We address this issue by using program skeletonize3d,
which is also found under the Image Processing tab on the aaspi_util GUI:

The input to the GUI is the fault probability and corresponding fault dip azimuth and fault dip
magnitude volumes:
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At present, I am not going to use any znull values, so I will leave the Fault probability threshold
to be 0. I run the program obtain the following results:
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If the vertical slices are not perpendicular to the fault, the skeletonized result will look blurred.
Perpendicular to the fault surface, the anomaly is represented by the voxels that straddle it, or
in the case where the fault falls directly on a voxel, by only one voxel. The improved resolution is
more apparent on a time slice:
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Corendering the skeletonized fault dip azimuth, dip magnitude, and probability gives this image:

Note that near vertical faults can shift in opposite directions (e.g., from -90° to +90°) because of
imaging issues and stairstep artifacts. Although the color difference is great, the actual
orientation (e.g., measured in direction cosines) is quite small.
Next, let’s set the znull values in skeletonize3d to voxels where the skeletonized fault probability
is less than 0.005:
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I then plot the fault dip azimuth using the colorbar cyclic_with_znull_gray_at_200.alut to
obtain:
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Attribute conditioning using 3D Kuwahara filtering

In Part 3a, we showed how Kuwahara filtering can be used in structure-oriented filtering of the
seismic amplitude volume. Kuwahara filters are also used in our 3D volumetric dip computation
described in Part 1b in order to avoid estimating dip across faults and other discontinuities. As
an edge-preserving filter is widely used in image processing. Applied to photographs, Kuwahara
filters result in piecewise monochromatic features separated by sharp boundaries. By localizing
the smoothing, the Kuwahara filter properly removes detail, even additive “salt and pepper”
noise in high-contrast regions while preserving the shape of the boundaries in low-contrast
regions. Kyprianidis et al. (2009) found that the Kuwahara filter “maintains a roughly uniform
level of abstraction across the image while providing an overall painting-style look”. Equally
important, the Kuwahara filter will smooth rapidly varying attribute anomalies within salt and
MTCs to facilitate subsequent clustering.
When used for seismic facies analysis, the fixed window Kuwahara window size needed for one
facies may be inappropriate for a second facies. Likewise, as seismic resolution decreases with
depth, a fixed window size may oversmooth shallow features and undersmooth deeper features.
To address this shortcoming, we modify the analysis window of the 3D structure-oriented
Kuwahara filter to be adaptive along lateral and vertical axes. Lin et al. (2014) used an adaptive
window for coherence computation that define both the lateral and vertical size of the analysis
window based on smoothed peak frequency. The traditional 5×5×5-voxel 3D Kuwahara filter
searches 27 overlapping sub-windows and applies the median m in the overlapping window that
has the smallest mean-normalized standard deviation σ/μ.
Attribute data conditioning and program kuwahara3d
Program Kuwahara3d is under Image Processing module. It is used to smooth seismic attributes
that are fed into multiattribute classification algorithms for seismic facies analysis. The Kuwahara
filtering not only smooths internal textures of facies or geobodies, but also sharpens edges
between facies or boundaries.
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The Kuwahara filter searches all windows containing a given voxel. In our workflow, the analysis
windows are oblique cylinders with radius = 50 m and height of 20 ms containing L=143 voxels
whose top and bottom faces are aligned with the local dip magnitude and dip azimuth. L
overlapping windows contain any given voxel. For a given attribute, one computes the standard
deviation, σ, the mean μ, and the median, m, in each of the L overlapping analysis windows. The
filtered attribute will then be the value of m associated with the window having the minimum
value of normalized standard deviation, σ/μ. The smoothness and noise suppression of an image
is controlled by the size of the analysis window. If the analysis window length is large, the image
will be smoother, but somewhat blocky. If the analysis window is small, the image will be
smoothed less, and blocky-ness will be reduced. Numerical experiments showed that cascading
two small-window filters provided superior results to a single large-window filter at reduced
computation cost.
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The 3D adaptive Kuwahara Filter
We follow Lin et al. (2014) and define the size of the adaptive Kuwahara searching window by the smoothed
average power spectrum at each voxel. The average power spectrum is
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝑡, 𝑓) =

1
𝐽(2𝐼+1)

∑𝐽𝑗=1 ∑𝐼𝑖=−𝐼 𝑢𝑗2 (𝑡 + 𝑖∆𝑡, 𝑓),

(1)

where t is time sample, I is half length of the vertical analysis window, and 𝑢𝑗 is the spectral magnitude of the jth trace.
The average power spectrum is averaged over all traces and 2I+1 vertical samples. The peak frequency at time t is the
frequency at which is associated with the maximum power spectrum. The resolution of spectrally balanced data is
determined not only by the peak frequency, but also by the highest useable frequency. Suppose that the average
power spectrum of the analysis points with its H neighboring voxels is f, first of all, we need to define the reference
frequency 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 of the adaptive analysis window at a given time t:
𝐹𝑝

𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡) = 𝑓𝑝 (𝑡) −

(∑𝑓=1 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝑡,𝑓)−𝑝 ∑𝐹
𝑓=1 𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝑡,𝑓))
𝑃𝑎𝑣𝑔 (𝑡,𝐹𝑝 )

𝛥𝑓,

(2)

where p is a percentile of the average power spectrum (in our work P=70%), and ∆𝑓 is the frequency increment
between analysis window sizes in the computation of the average time-variant power spectrum. fP is the
corresponding frequency. For depth migrated dataset, time t in Equation A-2 can be replaced by depth d, and Equation
A-2 will become depth variant reference frequency. With the defined time or depth variant 𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡), we can then
define corresponding time period or wavelength. For time migrated data, the window height ΔT of the adaptive
analysis window at a given time t can be defined as:
𝛥𝑇(𝑡) =

𝑏𝑃

,

(3)

2𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑓 (𝑡)

Parameter b=0.01 is a fixed pre whitening factor. Using a reference velocity, v(t), the two-way travel time window
height ΔT corresponds to a spatial vertical height ΔZ,
𝛥𝑍(𝑡) = 𝑣(𝑡)

𝛥𝑇(𝑡)
2

.

(4)

Equation A-3 and A-4 define an analysis window varying vertically for time migrated data. Next, we employ local
structure dip to define lateral variations of an analysis window. Therefore, when the window height ΔT increasing, the
window width and length would be also increasing. If assuming the shape of an analysis window to be cylinder rather
than rectangular, the width and the length of an analysis window at crossline and inline direction are:
𝛥𝑋(𝑡) =

𝛥𝑍(𝑡)
𝑤𝑥

,

(5)

,

(6)

and
𝛥𝑌(𝑡) =

𝛥𝑍(𝑡)
𝑤𝑦

where 𝑤𝑥 and 𝑤𝑦 are the bin size along crossline and inline direction. For depth migrated data, wavelengths are used
to define the vertical and lateral window size. Because the corresponding frequency is continuous, thus we need a
taper to scale the analysis window. Lin (2016) shows an example that using tapered analysis windows in x, y, and z
direction, resulting in scaled traces.
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The 3D adaptive Kuwahara Filter
Figure A-1 shows a cartoon of Kuwahara overlapping windows containing the red analysis point. In each window
we compute the median m, the mean μ, and the standard deviation σ. The result of the Kuwahara searching
window 𝑤𝑙 at an analysis point t is:
𝑑 = 𝐴𝑟𝑔 (

min

𝜎

( 𝑑)),

(7)

𝑑∈{𝑤𝑙 |𝑙∈1,2,3…𝐿} 𝜇𝑑

where 𝑑 is the index of sub Kuwahara searching analysis window. Thus, the filtered attribute will be the value of
𝑚𝑑 associated with the window having the minimum value of normalized standard deviation

𝜎𝑑
𝜇𝑑

.

The 3D structure-oriented adaptive Kuwahara filter searches all windows containing a given voxel. The
filtered attribute will have a smoothed facies that is shown as a blurred internal texture, and sharpened edges
between each facies. The smoothness is defined by local average spectrum. The result of 3D adaptive Kuwahara
filtering may somewhere look like the result of the fixed-window Kuwahara filtering computed with a large
analysis window. However, one of the advantages is that the computation cost of the adaptive window is less
than a large fixed window, because not any sub-windows should be equally large. Figure A-2a shows an example
of application of the 3D adaptive Kuwahara filter to the deviation of vector dip in salt delineation. We first apply
the original 3D Kuwahara filtering results computed with a fixed 3×3×3 analysis window, which is shown in Figure
A-2b. Note that red polygon indicates salt, and the write color texture indicate another feature. Kuwahara
filtering smooths the internal details of each features and also sharpens the boundary. Figure A-2c shows the
original 3D Kuwahara filtering result computed with a fixed 5×5×5 analysis window, and Figure A-2d shows the
result of our 3D adaptive Kuwahara filter. Note that, the original Kuwahara filtering with a large window results
in a better internal material, but a blurred edge. However, because using adaptive windows defined by local
average spectrum, the new adaptive Kuwahara filtering not only smooths low frequency internal textures of salt,
but also sharpens high frequency and energy salt boundaries.
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Program kuwahara3d is launched from the Imaging Processing tab in the main aaspi_util GUI:

The kuwahara3d GUI will appear. On the Primary parameters tab,
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1

2

3

4
5
6
7

Use the browser to choose one seismic attribute (we use energy_ratio_similarity), and its
corresponding inline_dip (crossline_dip_0.H) and crossline_dip (inline_dip_0.H). Make sure to
write the (3) Attribute Name. The inputted mean and standard deviation (sigma) are computed
from Program Stat3D. In general, we want to output 3 median filtered results from percentile 10
to percentile 90 in Program Stat3d, if you choose “compute mean”, “compute standard
deviation”, and output 3 n_pvals, there will be a total of five output files:
d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity_*__10.H;
d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity_*__50.H;
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d_percentile_energy_ratio_similarity_*__90.H;
d_mean_ energy_ratio_similarity_*.H;
d_sigma_ energy_ratio_similarity_*.H;
Note: The files in (Bold) will be the input files for the kuwahara3d program
(2) is average power spectrum, which is used when applying adaptive analysis windows (by
clicking (4)) to compute results. (4) choose the type of the analysis window (fixed or spectrumdriven adaptive). (5) percentage of taper applied to vertical analysis window. (6) is percentile of
average magnitude spectrum used to define the window size. (7), (8), and (9) are parameters of
the 3D analysis window. The default values are the migration bin size (25 m*37.5 m * 0.005 s). If
you want to get much more smooth result, just increase the window size (125 m* 180 m * 0.012
s).
If using fixed windows, these two parameters (5), (6) and input spectrum (2) are inactive. When
selecting using adaptive window, two of previously inactive options have been activated, the first
of which is the Average Power Spectrum Filename created by a previous computation of
spec_cmp or spec_cwt. The second previously inactive option, Reference frequency, fref, defines
a percentile of the average spectrum as it changes with time or depth. For spectrally balanced
data, resolution is determined not by the peak frequency (which in the ideal case of a perfectly
flat spectrum is ill-defined), but by the highest useable frequency. In this example, this frequency
was chosen to be the p=80 percentile of the spectrum at each time or depth sample. Given this
(time and depth variant) frequency, one can define a corresponding period, and the lateral
wavelength. For depth-migrated data, wavelengths are used to define the window size in x, y,
and z. The option that previously defined the temporal size of the fixed analysis window is now
changed to be a percent of this period and/or wavelength (orange arrow). Since the p=80
frequency varies continuously, the size of the analysis window varies continuously, and thus
needs to use tapered analysis windows in x, y, as well as in z, resulting in scaled traces. Lin (2016)
shows that by applying these tapers to the covariance matrix, that one can generate accurate,
yet flexible results for both energy ratio coherence and outer product similarity.
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Program kuwahara3D will always generate the following output files:
Output file description
Kuwahara filtered data

File name syntax
Kuwahara_unique_project_name_attribute_name_suffix.H

where any errors encountered will be written to the *.err file and displayed in a pop-up window
upon program termination. These errors, much of the input information, a description of
intermediate variables, and any software trace-back errors will be contained in the *.log file.

Results
When finished, we can open results on QC_plot.
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Above figures (the first figure is original coherence; the second is after median-filtered
coherence; the third is after Kuwahara-filtered coherence) indicates application of Kuwahara
workflow on coherence volumes. Unfortunately, the median filtering has smoothed the edges of
seismic facies from rapidly varying to smoothly varying. To apply a Kuwahara filter, we find
window k of the L non-centered overlapping windows that contain a target voxel that has the
smallest normalized standard deviation, σ/μ. Kuwahara filtering then assigns the median of
window k to be the output value for the target voxel. The “salt and pepper” expression of
coherence have been suppressed. In contrast, the Kuwahara filtered trace shows piecewise
smooth values, producing a sharp boundary at the top of the salt dome and MTC.
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On time slices (the first is original coherence; the second is after Kuwahara-filtered coherence),
the Kuwahara-filtered attributes suppress the “salt and pepper”; these are much clearer
boundaries between any two seismic facies.
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